
Faux Leather Fishbone Chain Bracelet
Project B3084
Designer: Karlin Jones

Make this stylish layering bracelet by combining antiqued brass fishbone chain and faux leather cord in Chocolate Brown.

Stack a few onto your wrist or wear just one for a cool, subtle look.

What You'll Need

Flat Faux Leather Cord, 10x1.3mm, 1 Meter, Chocolate Brown

SKU: XCR-8028

Project uses 5 inches

Antiqued Brass Bulk Chain, 10.5mm Fishbone Links, 1 Foot, Antiqued Brass

SKU: CHA-08011

Project uses 2 inches

Antiqued Brass Plated Ribbon Pinch Crimps Cord Ends 10mm or 3/8 IN.

SKU: FCR-1425

Project uses 1 pair

Antiqued Brass Open Jump Rings 19 Guage 6mm (50)

SKU: FJR-5163

Project uses 6 pieces

Antiqued Brass Plated Magnetic Clasps 6 x 4.5mm (4 Sets)

SKU: FCL-6825

Project uses 1 set

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5500] Cord Cutter Tool For Regaliz Cord 3 Inches Long, [XTL-5511] Beadsmith

Jeweller's Micro Pliers Chain Nose Flat Nose, [XTL-5600] Xuron Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers -

Wire/Soft Flex

Instructions
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This bracelet measures 8" long. For a bracelet that is longer or shorter, simply adjust the faux leather cord length. 

1. Using your cord cutting tool, cut two 2.5" lengths of chocolate brown faux leather cord with your flush cutters.

2. Next, cut a 2" long length of antiqued brass fishbone chain with your flush cutters.

3. Using your chain nose pliers, attach an antiqued brass pinch crimp end onto all 4 ends of your faux leather cord. You should have 4 total when done.
See photo. Set aside.

4. Using you chain nose pliers, open a 6mm antiqued brass jump ring and slide on one half of your antiqued brass magnetic clasp and the loop from one
pinch crimp end from one side of one of your faux leather cord lengths. Close the jump ring. 

5. Next, open another jump ring and attach it onto the pinch crimp end on the other side of that same length and close. Open up another jump ring and
slide it onto that first jump ring and and also the last link from one side of your antiqued brass fishbone chain length and close. 

6. Open another jump ring and slide it onto the last link from the other side of your fishbone chain and close. Open another jump ring and slide it onto that
first jump ring and also the pinch crimp end loop from one side of your second faux leather cord end. Close that jump ring.

7. Open up another jump ring and attach it to the pinch crimp end on the other side of that same faux leather cord end. Also slide on the loop from the other
half of your antiqued brass magnetic clasp and close.

8. You're done!
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